Choose your style: sophisticated
neutrals, harmonious matching shades,
striking stripes, or bright and vivid.

Embrace the versatility of traditional
techniques with a variety of bobbles,
ruffles, fans, and edgings.

Author of Totally Simple Crochet
and Crochet for the Kitchen

the MODERN WAY

Explore the full potential of crochet
and Tunisian crochet—make afghans,
placemats, hand towels, pillows,
potholders, wrist warmers, scarves,
handbags, shawls, cowls, baby
blankets, and so much more!

Tove Fevang

CLASSIC CROCHET

T

ove Fevang has
been crocheting
since she was a
child. She is known for
her work in the areas
of quilting, application, embroidery, and
crochet, and consistently admired for her
sense of color and her
stylish patterns. Tove
is also highly regarded as a course instructor. She started her own craft design company,
IdeStuen, in 1985. Tove lives in Asker, about
20 miles outside Oslo, Norway. She is also the
author of Totally Simple Crochet and Crochet
for the Kitchen, both available from Trafalgar
Square Books.
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For a complete catalog of craft books, contact:

Over 35 Fresh Designs
Using Traditional Techniques:
Placemats, Potholders, Bags,
Scarves, Mitts & More

Trafalgar Square Books
Box 257, Howe Hill Road
North Pomfret, Vermont 05053
800.423.4525
www.trafalgarbooks.com
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ome people regard crochet as
just an old-fashioned craft,” says Tove
Fevang, inspired instructor and author of
the bestselling books
Totally Simple Crochet
and Crochet for the
Kitchen. “I certainly
don’t believe that!”
And it shows in Tove’s patterns—described
as having a “contemporary flair...that makes
them different from the ordinary.”

classic
crochet

Go to “crochet school”: step-bystep instructions for both standard
and Tunisian crochet to guide
newcomers.

S

“

Crochet and Tunisian crochet are more popular than ever, and in this fabulously illustrated
book, it’s easy to see why! Who can resist the
opportunity to bring traditional techniques together and create something new?
Tove shows us how the simplest of stitches
can be used, adapted, and combined to make
dozens of different projects: afghans, placemats, hand towels, pillows, potholders, wrist
warmers, scarves, handbags, and more.
And that’s not all! Choosing colors, changing
yarns, and tweaking patterns give crochet the
flexibility to suit any taste or style. Inside you’ll
find graceful shawls, cozy baby blankets,
charming pincushions—no matter what you’re
in the mood to make, appealing and comfortable or brilliant and colorful, you’ll find a
design to delight and inspire you.
Plus, step-by-step instructions for both standard and Tunisian crochet make it easy to
choose a project and get started, even if you’ve
never picked up a hook before.
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TUNISIAN
CROCHET

MEASUREMENTS:
Approx. 12¾ x 17¼ in / 32 x 44 cm
MATERIALS:
Yarn: CYCA #2, PT Petunia
(100% pima cotton, 120 yd/110 m / 50 g)
Gray-Purple 250, 100 g
Light Purple 237, 50 g
Light Pink 252, 50 g
Beige 249, 50 g
Tunisian Crochet Hook: U.S. size J-10 / 6 mm
Crochet Hook: U.S. size G-6 / 4 mm for
foundation chain and edging
GAUGE:
20 sts in Tunisian crochet pattern
with larger hook = 4 in / 10 cm.
Adjust hook size to obtain correct gauge if
necessary.
1 pattern repeat = 2 sts
Tunisian Crochet Stitches Used: Vertical stitch
and twisted vertical stitch (see pages 122-123).
Crochet Stitches Used: Chain st (ch) and slip st
(sl st) (see page 110).
Change colors on the return row, on the last
step of the stitch just before the first new color
stitch in Tunisian crochet. See page 124 for
step-by-step instructions for changing colors.
Using this method produces a “whole color” on
the 1st st of the forward row.
Carry the color not in use for a row up the side.
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Hand Towel
INSTRUCTIONS:

Row 72, return: Bind off all sts as follows: *Yarn

With smaller size hook and Gray-Purple, ch 62 sts.
Row 1, forward: Change to Tunisian crochet hook
and begin in the 2nd ch from hook. Pick up 61
vertical sts in the top loop of each chain = 62
loops on the hook.
Row 1, return: Bind off each stitch as follows:
Yarn around hook and through the first loop on
the hook, *yarn around hook and through 2 loops
on hook*; rep * to * across.
Row 2, forward: 1 edge st, pick up *1 vertical
loop, 1 twisted vertical loop*; rep from * to *
across, ending with 1 edge st = 62 sts on hook.
Row 2, return: Bind off all sts.
Rows 3-10, forward and return: Work as for Row
2, forward and return.
Row 11, forward: Change to Light Purple, continue
in pattern through Row 13, return and then cut
yarn.
Row 14, forward: Change to Gray-Purple.
Row 15, forward: Change to Beige; continue in
pattern through Row 16, return and then cut yarn.
Row 17, forward: Change to Gray-Purple.
Row 18, forward: Change to Light Pink; cut yarn
after return.
Row 19, forward: Change to Gray-Purple and continue in pattern through Row 60, return.
Row 61, forward: Change to Light Pink; cut yarn
after return.
Row 62, forward: Change to Gray-Purple.
Row 63, forward: Change to Beige; cut yarn after
Row 64, return.
Row 65, forward: Change to Gray-Purple.
Row 66, forward: Change to Light Purple, continue in pattern through Row 68, return and then
cut yarn.
Row 69, forward: Change to Gray-Purple.
Rows 70-71, forward and return: Work as for Row
2, forward and return.
Row 72, forward: Work to the center of the piece
and back to form the hanging loop as follows: 1
edge st, pick up (1 vertical st, 1 twisted vertical
st) 15 times and end with 1 vertical st = 31 loops
on hook.

around hook, bring through 2 loops*; rep * to *
across.
Row 73, forward: 1 edge st, pick up (1 vertical st,
1 twisted vertical st) 15 times and end with 1
vertical st = 31 loops on hook.
Row 73, return: Bind off all sts as follows: Yarn
around hook and through 1 st, *yarn around
hook, bring through 2 loops*; rep * to across.
Rows 74-76, forward and return: Work as for Row
73, forward and return.
Row 77, forward: 1 edge st, pick up (1 vertical st,
1 twisted vertical st) 15 times and end with 1
vertical st = 31 loops on hook. Cut yarn, leaving
a long tail to use for reinforcing the hanging loop
later. Leave sts on hook.
Repeat the sequence beginning at Row 73, forward, on the other half of the towel; this time, on
Row 77, forward, do not cut yarn. Continue as
follows:
Row 77, return: Bind off all the sts on the hook
(including those of the first half of the opening)
as follows: Yarn around hook and through 1 st,
*yarn around hook, bring through 2 loops*; rep *
to across.
Rows 78-79, forward and return: Work as for Row
2, forward and return. With smaller size hook,
bind off with chain and slip sts: Insert hook
through *2 sts and join them with 1 sl st, ch 1*;
rep * to * across, ending with 1 sl st in the edge
st. Do not cut yarn, but, instead, continue around
with the edging, beginning on the 1st long side.
Edging: With smaller hook, work 1 sl st in corner,
work 1 sl st in each st along edge, 1 sl st in corner and then continue along the foundation chain
with 1 sl st in each ch; 1 sl st in corner and then
1 sl st in each st along last long side; end with 1
sl st in the 1st sl st; cut yarn.
FINISHING:

Weave in all ends neatly. Lightly steam press the
towel on the wrong side to finished measurements.
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